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Zusammenfassung:
Zwei CD-ROMs stellen die Ukraine und deren Hauptstadt Kiev vor.
Abstract:
The informational multimedia systems on CD-ROMs presented Ukraine and Kyiv - capital of
Ukraine.

Objectives of the work are creating the informational multimedia systems on CD-ROMs for
insertion Ukraine to the informational world space and preservation of cultural heritage. These CDROMs form information image of Ukraine as a big European country, which is interesting for global
common wealth.
CD-ROM “UKRAINE”.
The information creating an integrated image of Ukraine is represented in several sections.
Section “Discover UKRAINE” contains general information of geography, history, culture, science,
education, industry, and national traditions.
This information is supplemented by issues of WELCOME TO UKRAINE magazine for the past two
years, which include articles about Ukraine’s past and present history.
Section “Welcome to Kyiv” is a presentation of Ukraine capital having one and half thousand year’s
history.
“Art gallery” is collection of works of known artists
The definite representation about image of the nation is given by pieces of music of different
genres.
CD-ROM “Kyiv”.
“KYIV” presents the one-and-a-half-thousand-year history of Ukraine’s capital city.
In last Kyiv was known as the capital of the East Slavonic peoples, centre of Christian orthodoxy.
At present Kyiv is the place of state power bodies, the residence of Ukrainian President, an
outstanding centre of science, culturai with rich historical and cultural heritage, theatres, museums,
art galleries, original city architecture.
You will have a walk along the wonderful streets of our city, will discover the different aspects its
modern life, architectural sights.
A lot of architectural sights were destroyed during a long history of Kyiv. The information about
computer reconstructed temples, which were destroyed in XX century, is contained in section “The
Lost churches of Kyiv”. CD-ROM “KYIV” also presents Kyiv’s churches and temples with exterior
and internally furniture. Some of them are included in the UNESCO’s list.
Also, information is supplemented eminent figures of culture, famous scientists and creators of
Kyiv’s history.
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